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On 7 June 2007 staff of the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission
(ACCC) met with Mary Siah of Austwide Plastics Pty Ltd (Austwide) to discuss
notification N50196 lodged by Seal-A-Fridge Pty Ltd (SAF).
Ms Siah provided copies of a written statement of the points she wished to make.
In respect of Appendix 1, Ms Siah noted that Electrolux supplies mainly finished
products. Finished products are sold as spare parts, for example to refrigeration
mechanics and to consumers directly. Ms Siah noted that in the pie charts in
Appendix 1, the ‘New’ market includes, for example, seals for new glass doors for
commercial refrigerators.
Mr Gregson highlighted that to revoke notification N50196 the ACCC needs to be
satisfied there is the purpose, effect or likely effect of substantially lessening
competition in a market and that the notified conduct was not in the public interest
Ms Siah made the following submissions:

 Austwide offers very timely supply. In Victoria, Austwide guarantees next day
supply, in New South Wales, supply takes two working days and in
Queensland, Austwide supplies goods within a maximum of four working
days.

 Manufacturers are increasingly moving production of refrigerators overseas.
The original equipment manufacturers can take around four to six weeks to
supply a seal.

 If SAF requires its franchisees to purchase stock from it, Austwide’s
production schedule would change. Austwide would not hold the stockpile of
materials it currently does and would therefore be limited in its ability to meet
franchisee requirements when SAF cannot supply goods. Austwide currently
has around 500 boxes of stock at any one time.

 There are only a handful of mobile competitors to the Seal-A-Fridge franchise.
 Austwide purchases the PVC compound used in the manufacture of its gasket
from Caloundra in Queensland. The compound for gasket used on refrigerators
must be of food grade.
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 The only company to produce magnet in Australia is RBM. The process of
production is very difficult because of the metal component. Austwide
acquires magnet from an agent that imports it from China.

 Austwide purchases its tooling for the production of gasket from Malaysia. A
new die costs between $6000.00 and $8000.00. Because of its connection to
the tooling company in Malaysia, it only takes Austwide two weeks to acquire
a new die and begin the production of a new profile. Every second month or
so, Austwide introduces one or two new gasket types.

 It takes around one hour to produce one crate of gasket (265 metres).
 Patrick Products only supplies the main products used by franchisees.
 Austwide supplies 50 different profiles. It is the only company able to supply
profile to fit LG products and certain commercial seals, for example the seals
used by Hungary Jacks and McDonalds. The profit margins on the less popular
gaskets are minimal.

 Gasket sells for between $3.00 and $4.00 a metre. It takes around 4 metres of
gasket to manufacture a standard refrigeration seal. A made-up seal costs
between $28.00 and $38.00.

 RBM does not provide the same level of technical support as Austwide.
Austwide is a specialist supplier of extrusion, while RBM is a big business
focussed on many different areas.
Ms Siah offered to provide any further information that would assist the ACCC in
making its assessment.
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Austwide Plastics Pty. Ltd.
7 June 2007

Oral Submlsslon to Australian Compefiflon and Consumer Commlsslon In
response to draft notice N50196 from Seal-A-Frldge Franchhor.

Introduction

The ACCC has not revoked notification N50196 on the grounds that there is
insufficient evidence to show that competition has been lessened or that the
benefit of an exclusive dealing contract does not outweigh the detriment to the
public.
This submission will show that not only has competition been lessened but that neither
the franchisees nor the public will benefit from the exclusive dealing contracts with SealA-Fridge franchisor.

The suppliers for extrusions and magnets, is covered by Patrick
Products Pty Ltd, Austwide Plastics Pty Ltd, RBM Plastics Pty Ltd
and Electrolux as described in 2.9 of the ACCC report. The
manufacture and supply of the products is represented in appendix
1attached. The diagram disproves Mr Rooney's contention in
Point 3.29 that Seal-A-Fridge purchase less than 10% of the
extrusion, flexible magnet and ready made seal markets. In fact Mr
Rooney, through Patrick Products supplies mainly the very
products which he says comprise only 10% of the market. This is
because these products provide high volume turnover. While there
is not a disagreement that the cost of the goods constitutes
between 10% and 15% of the total price to the consumer (Paras;
page 11 ACCC assessment), we have shown in appendix One
that Seal-A-Fridge now has 45% of the market share for the
products in dispute.

2. Mr Rooney in point 2.9 states that he acquires his products from
Patrick, Austwide, RBM and Electrolux. Mr Rooney has not had
any dealings at all with Austwide Plastics. This statement is
misleading. Electrolux sells only spare parts directly to Fridge
Mechanics and consumers who own Electrolux fridges. As far as 1
am aware RBM also does not sell to Seal-A-Fridge. Therefore Mr
Rooney's only supplier is Patrick products with whom he is
associated. Whereas prior to the exclusive dealing notification the
franchisees purchased from both Patrick's competitors namely
Aushvide Plastics and RBM Plastics. This goes to proving
substantial lessening of competition within the described market.
While the overall market for these products may remain the
same, the ACCC is handing over a market developed by
Patrick's competitors to Mr Rooney, whose aim is not to
develop a comprehensive stock pile but only those products
with high volume high turnover as previously shown. It is my
understanding that the TPA overrides the Franchise
agreements act.
3. Mr Rooney has said that Patrick Products supplies his goods. At

the same time he has provided an IS0 9002 certification in the
name of POL Private Ltd yet nowhere in his submission does he
state that Pol Private Ltd is either his preferred supplier or an
Australian manufacturer of supplies? These raises a number of
questions; I.
Who is Pol Private Ltd?, 2. What is the
association with Mr Rooney and the supply of extrusions? Mr
Rooney, has not as far as we are aware, a nominated supplier of
the above products within Australia. Currently Austwide Plastics
and RBM Plastics are the only manufacturers of these
products.
4. There is no competition where people are restricted from

purchasing from other competitors. While this in itself is not a major
concern, if the franchisor can achieve economies of scale and
supply is both timely and of a standard acceptable to the end
user(Consumer). As Seal-A-fridge imports its products it cannot
guarantee timeliness.

5. While we do not negate Seal-A-Fridge's right to exclusive dealing
contracts with its franchisees we draw your attention to point 2.18
of the ACCC report which states that franchisees must have
written approval prior to purchasing from alternative suppliers.
6. Mr Rooney further contends (Point 2.18) that the approval process

will not take longer than 7 days. This does not take into account the
time from the initial customer contact. Revocation of exclusive
dealings can only be in-acted if there is detriment to the public as a
result of the lessening of competition. The mere fact that the
agreement includes a paragraph allowing franchisees to purchase
on his approval, from alternative suppliers is recognition that Patrick
Products cannot service the needs of the franchisees as would be
expected by an exclusive dealing contract. Furthermore, Australia
experiences temperatures in excess of 40% over summer. It must
be detrimental to the consumer who has to wait for a minimum of
ten days while the Seal-A-Fridge franchisee awaits permission to
purchase a product which may not be in stock. Austwide on the
other hand can deliver on the same day to Victorla, within two
working days to NSW and a maxlmum of four working days to
Queensland. It therefore makes economical sense to the
franchisee to be able to purchase directly from Austwide Plastics.
The major rationale behind exclusive dealings is efficacy, The
timelines shown do not indicate that efficiencies will be
achieved.
7. In point 3.22 Mr Rooney contends that Austwide Plastics held 85%
of the market. This statement is not based on fact. Refer Sales
reports for Austwide for the years 2004-2006. appendix 2
8. It is quite correct that Austwide increased prices due to the oil price
hike. The manufacturing process is oil intensive. This increase has
been a business decision by many companies not only Austwide.

9. Austwide Plastics has had its product standards tested by Chisolm
Institute , which shows that Austwide Plastics products meets the
standards set by Seal-A-Fridge, it is in fact these specifications
on which Mr Rooney developed his standards, Point.3.39
Furthermore if Mr Rooney imports his products, presumably from
China, how will he control the standard of manufacture from
Australia while at the same time maintaining prices for his
franchisees?

1O.Public detriments include the manner in which the Franchisor
chooses its nominated suppliers. As the number of Australian
suppliers is limited and that as discussed, neither of the existing
competitors to Patrick have been approached as preferred
suppliers, the franchisees are restricted to purchasing from Patrick
which as stated is associated with Mr Rooney.appendix 3
11. We wish to point out that while we agree that the products in
question form only a small part of the overall market these are the
very products which Mr Rooney is wishing to gain exclusivity over.
The question is not the whole market for refrigeration products; the
question is merely the two products listed.(PVC extrustion &
magnet) Granting of an exclusive right to a franchisor in this
situation negates the very probiem which the ACCC wishes to
avoid. Furthermore, Mr Rooney clearly states that products
purchased from him will be sold at wholesale price excluding freight
and handling. He does not indicate that he will pass on any savings
as a result of economies of scale. This is no different than allowing
the franchisees to purchase from Patrick's competitors. If other
suppliers are excluded from selling their products does this
not entail a lessening competition?
Summary
1. The market for extrusions and magnetic products is held as follows:

In 2005 RBM and Austwide together held 43% of the market. In 2006 Patrick
comes into the market and the market share is Austwide and RBM 28%,
indicating that Patrick has taken 15% of market share. This is contrary to the
ACCC's finding that the products comprise less than 10% of the market. The
ACCC must recognise that market share is not the only driver of market power.
In the Safeway "bread case" Justice Goldberg found that Safeway
had market power even though its market share was relatively low.

2. Neither Austwide nor RBM sell directly to the SAF franchisor. This
indicates that Patrick is his major supplier. ASIC documents indicate that Mr
Rooney is associated with Patrick (Ref:appendix 3) If this is the case and
indeed it appears to be then this is a lessening of competition as it is to Mr
Rooney's financial advantage to have his franchisees purchase from him
and not from his competitors. This indicates that Mr Rooney does
indeed have leverage within this market.

3. Mr Rooney appears to have his cake and be eating it, Franchisees are
allowed to purchase products from other suppliers only if they receive
written permission from him with a turnaround of 7 days, this is more likely
to be up to two weeks if you take into account the timeline between the
initial customer contact and the final purchase from other suppliers. This
tardiness can be extremely detrimental to the end user not only
financially but also to the franchisee who may lose the work. The
domino effect would be a loss of goodwill to the SAF franchisor.

4. Mr Rooney clearly states that products purchased from him will be sold at
wholesale price excluding freight and handling. He does not indicate that he
will pass on any savings as a result of economies of scale. This is no
different than allowing the franchisees to purchase from Patrick's
competitors. If other suppliers are excluded from selling thelr products
does this not entail a lessening competition?

5. This seems contrary to the notion of exclusive dealings. It appears, in this
situation that Mr Rooney is allowed to prevent his franchisees from
purchasing from other suppliers at will. This must surely not be In the
Interest of the public nor the interest of the franchlsees and certainly
not in the interest of the suppliers who cannot make reasonably
accurate forecasts as to stock holdings.
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For Organisation Number ENf97718680
Buslness Name

PATRICK PRODUCT3
'BN19718860

Registered Number
State
Business Status
Date Registered

QLO
REGISTERED
'l710112008

Date Buslness Commenced 1410112008
Noture of Business
REFF4GERATIONPARTS SUPPLIES
Renewal Data
17/01/2007

Prfncipd Place of Business (CURREfJ7)
Addlvi~s UNIT 8 ?7-26 GREG CWAPPEU. D R W BURLEIGH HEADS QLD 4220 AUSTRALIA

Start Date 14IC)112008
Principal Place of BusinesG (PRWOUS)

Nane

. .

Other PPlm(s)of Buslniss (CURRENT)
None

oiher placel~)of B U S I ~ ~ S(PREVJUUS)
S
Postal Address (CURRENT)
UNIT 8.97-25 GREGCWAPPELLDRM,BURLElGH HEADS QLD 4220 AUSTRALM .

Addms

%rt Date 14/01/20#
I

Posta! ~ h d (PREVIOUS)
m

..

Nane
.

'

.

Person(s) Canyfngon.Busmess
(CURRENT)
.

Birth Date
94/11/196-?
. Cumnt Addreaa .UNIT 8 1'7-25 GREG CHAPPEU
Start Date
14/0T/2008 : .
'

%

.

'

.

.

None.

.,

.

..

.

.

.

.

.

. .

-

DANE f3URlWOH

I

. . Q l D 4220 AUSTRAUA
.

,

.
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Queensland Business Names Extract for
Organisation Number BN20001198
BUSINESS NAMES EXTRACT

-

.

Queensland * :.

Printed on 16 OCTOBER 2006 at 02:33PM
Business Name
: PATRICK PRODUCTS
Registration No
: BN20001198
Business Status
: REGISTERED
Date Registered
: 28 AUGUST 2006
Date Commenced
: 28 AUGUST 2006
Nature of Business : REFRIGERATION, PARTS
: 28 AUGUST 2009
Renewal Date

23RVICE

&

Principal Pl ace of Business (current) :
Address :
25 GREY CHAPPELL DRIVE
28 AUGUST 2006
Start Date :
Principal Place of Business (previous)
None .
Other Place (s) of Business (current)
None .

:

Other Place (s) of Business (previous)
None.

:

BURLEIGH HEADS QLD 4220 AUSTRALIA

:

Postal Address (current) :
Address :
25 GREY CHAPPELL DRIVE
Start Date :
28 AUGUST 2006
Postal Address (previous)
None.
Person (s) carrying
Name :
Birth Date :
~ i r t hPlace :
Address :
Start Date :

:

on Business (current)
STENSON, JOHN
24 MAY 1970
IRELAND
25 GREY CHAPPELL DRIVE
28 AUGUST 2006

persoh (s) carrying on Business (previous)
NONE

.

BURLEIGH HEADS QLD 4220 AUSTRALIA

:

BURLEIGH HEADS QLD 4220 AUSTRALIA
:

Corporation (s) carrying on Business (current;
None.
Corporation (sl carrying on Business ,.(previous)
None.
Documents Lodged
Document Type
None.

:

:

:

Date Lodged
'

Date Processed

% .

DISCLAIMER FOR SUSINESS NAMES EXTRACT
The Administrator of the Business Names Act and every person acting
on its behalf disclaims any liability for loss or damage arising from
any error, ~ m i s s i o n ~ odefect
r
in the computer produced extract or
the information contained herein, whether resulting from negligence,
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